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----- Original Message ----From: F. Moonan www.ThePetFile.com
To: Karen Ruggles
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2009 4:26 PM
Hi Karen
Still find it hard to believe that I am still using the same one product after a couple of years [May 2007!],
still finding new uses and most importantly my horse Squirrel [Russian Trakhehner] is still happy.
In the past I have tried various products (as discussed with you on many occasions when talking about
Squirrels history) and found that one year it works, next year it doesn’t or suddenly start to see
unwanted side effects.
I keep getting people come up to me and asking how I manage to have him looking so good, whilst wearing no
rug. I reckon around about 30-40% of horses in this area are wearing fly rugs of some type by mid March all
the way through the summer [Office Note: this is worrying...as without sufficient natural sunlight, Vitamin
D issues become a serious concern]. Needless to say I always recommend your productsl.
Anyway, thought it would be nice to give you a bit of an update and let you know that I am still just as happy
using your oil and shampoo now as I was for the first time when it came out!
Best wishes and take care
F. Moonan, Hertfordshire: www.ThePetFile.com

Many thanks to Mrs Moonan for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have
peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
01823 259952 ● www.karenruggles.co.uk

